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Question: 1

A client has built a cloud native application that integrates information from an enterprise client
relationship system, a supply chain solution, and a social twitter feed. Which cloud deployment does
this represent?

A. off-premises cloud
B. public cloud
C. on-premises cloud
D. hybrid cloud

Answer: D

Question: 2

What is a unique value proposition for IBM UrbanCode Deploy in a hybrid cloud environment?

A. it supports deployment to cloud platforms supporting OpenStack, CloudFoundry and Docker.
B. it turns on mobile devices.
C. n includes application analytics as a part of application deployment.
D. it supports performance and stress testing of cloud infrastructure.

Answer: A

Question: 3

Which two statements represent the content of a service level agreement? (Select 2)

A. The cloud provider provides tools for clients to see real-time usage statistics for their network
infrastructure.
B. IP operations will respond to a question posted on their internal service portal within 12 business
hours.
C. The cloud provider agrees to provide encrypted storage for consumers to use storing personal
information.
D. The cloud consumer agrees to host their services desk application on a virtual private cloud.
E. The cloud provider will credit a client's account if a network outage occurs.

Answer: B,C

Question: 4

Jacob Is creating a repository for long-term storage of large amounts of sensitive data He has the
choice of several different approaches He needs to ensure that his data is protected (he may be
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storing Pll or other sensitive information) and that there is no residual recoverable data when he
deletes his data What is the most compelling from a security point of view?

A. IBM Cloud Object Storage
B. SoftLayer Object Store (Swift)
C. BlueMix Dedicated Object Store
D. BlueBox Block Storage (Cinder)

Answer: C

Question: 5

Which two statements describe architectural principles of the Representational State transfer (REST)
protocol? (Select 2)

A. A REST API can use UDP for transport.
B. State can be maintained on the Client.
C. Recourses are identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier
D. OAUTH can be used to secure the message transport layer D e State can be maintained by third-
party service.
E. State can be maintained by third-party service.

Answer: B, C

Question: 6

Which statement is true about Software Denned Network (SDN)?

A. SDN are security standards that increase environment performance
B. SDN provides a breakdown, by time, of the quantity and distribution of the unbind transactions
found within the audit log.
C. SDN disables group conflict resolution if the environment is configured for replication.
D. SDN decouples the network control and forwarding layer functions

Answer: D

Question: 7

Which statement describes the IBM Cloud Marketplace today?

A. Is it the channel where IBMers can order Apple, AT&T, LenovoT Toshiba and Microsoft products.
B. It is where clients can renew IBM Software Maintenance and download the newest versions of
IBM software.
C. It is the IBM digital channel for the cloud ecosystem
D. it is the channel for customers to purchase all IBM products on-line
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Answer: D
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